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MUTINY 
 
The skeletons mutiny and push all the 
pussycats overboard. The churchman 
packs his opiate, retracts his dagger, 
and bothers himself about the sizzling 
ointment. But it is too late. The 
refined opportunist has taken all the 
licorice and reposes gracelessly in the 
linotype room. He italicizes his ideas 
and pledges his tibia to the fuming 
martinet. Another skeleton rejects the 
horseplay merely to surmise a typical 
response. She is mindful of the unholy 
serenade wantonly jostling his 
breeches. No matter. The pampas is a 
nearby memory and the gunsmith is 
still napping. The churchman finally 
navigates the prima donna and 
launders his fillet. Only the 
phrenologist remembers more. His 
inquiry about gypsum lubricates all 
our brains. 
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SHE 
 
Guns are not the nascent splendor of 
the republic. He quotes the futurist 
colonel whose ashen limbo respects 
opium and innuendoes. He is futile 
and prepaid, ineligible for the 
pamphlets or washtub.  She has come 
to inspect his forestry. She is not 
moaning, infirm, or going. Her 
shadows budget nativity only to those 
proving loyalty. He flogs the cutlery 
and marshals the phrenetic 
schoolboys to repay the sardines. She 
is incognito, napping amidst the 
lozenges, siphoning loopholes from 
his herbal opulence. Symbols abound 
in their marshy guidebook. He reflects 
syllables and swims pallidly through 
the inky entrails. They are cordial, 
mispronouncing philters and lotions. 
The vendetta supplements their 
repossession, restricting only their 
postures. It is noise in the hemlock.  
She meets him halfway. 
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JACKAL 
 
The precarious jackal gobbles 
grenades and owls. His weapon 
spasms the saplings. He is regulatory, 
repeatable. Spaghetti chefs elongate 
his contents, hankering for insets 
gutted with sickles. He is not their 
olive. His hunch emotes dowagers 
and models. Once his temper waddles 
in and pesters the litany, he is no 
longer reproachable. The night ogles 
his hostess, pacing him in his 
scrambles into mescal. He is the 
infernal gibbon, the one the fish 
sautéed. 
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THE UNHOLY THREADER 
 
Dabbling noiselessly he surmises an 
unholy threader. Its willingness to 
repose gregariously sprinkles the 
linoleum with froth. It gambols with 
the sardines, hoarding epicures and 
petrol. Its udder empowers the 
playmate with immense noise. 
Needful of spurned infants and 
overstuffed thoroughbreds, its jugular 
thrashes genteelly, vacating the 
lodging, and preceding the tempting 
muskrat. It plunges into the loophole, 
squandering the sprocket and igniting 
the nearest fuse. Its penthouse 
touches the formula and selects an 
isotherm and a vacating sarong to 
toughen its papacy. The squaw is 
frozen and concurs with them all: the 
nectar, the escarole, and the spores. 
Its pantry thickens and masters the 
spotless hunger. It has gone 
malignantly into the diorama of 
outrage and pervades all splendor. 
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REVOLUTION 
 
The getaway is drastic. The official 
retracts his polemic and is 
mismatched with the exhibitionist. 
The confused bridle becomes extinct, 
along with the philologist and the 
phosphorescent maidenhead. They 
have repelled the impersonal 
foreigners but not the emissary 
caterpillars. The psychic waxes 
stubborn and mutates into something 
industrious and fiery. His is the 
corkscrew that charters the bestial 
sternum and is ruined by the ordeal. 
The hollyhocks futilely scorn his 
prudent waters, the ones that promise 
opinions but injure only the eldest. 
Overdosed on glory they settle their 
elbows, gnash their mahogany, and let 
the galaxy effervesce. The recount 
reveals vodka and unholy telegrams. 
Their merger wiggles its graphite and 
espouses eruptive misrule.  There is 
no stopping it now. 
 
 
 


